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About Adaptive Insights 
 

Adaptive Insights is the worldwide leader in cloud corporate performance management (CPM).  Via its 
software as a service (SaaS) platform, the company offers capabilities for budgeting, reporting, 
consolidation, dashboards, and business intelligence that empower finance, sales, and other business 
leaders with insight to drive true competitive advantage. 

More than 2,700 companies in 85 countries use Adaptive Insights. These range from mid-sized 
companies and nonprofits to large corporations, including AAA, Boston Scientific, CORT, Konica Minolta, 
NetSuite, Philips, and Siemens.  Adaptive Insights is headquartered in Palo Alto, Calif. For more 
information, visit http://www.adaptiveInsights.com. 

 
 
 

About Adaptive Planning 
Adaptive Planning is the market leader in cloud-based budgeting, forecasting, and reporting. Take 
advantage of rich functionality and an easy-to-use interface with the world’s most usable cloud CPM 
application – and elevate your corporate performance management with Adaptive. 

Companies still using spreadsheets for budgeting and forecasting are crippled by broken links, data 
integrity issues, and version control errors. On-premise applications aren’t the solution either – old tools 
like Hyperion, Cognos, and SAP are expensive and require a skilled IT staff to manage and maintain. 

There is a better way.  Adaptive’s cloud platform enables rapid deployment at an affordable cost with 
access from anywhere – without the hassles of IT. Our high-performance modeling engine with in- 
memory calculations and fast data access is a great solution for mid-sized businesses and enterprise 
organizations alike. 

 

 Reduce cycle time by up to 90% 

 Decrease errors and improve data integrity with automatic aggregation 

 Improve transparency with audit trail, version control, and analysis tools 

 Enhance business support with integrated workflow and process management 

http://www.adaptiveinsights.com/
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Key Benefits and Differentiators 

Planning 
 Every time you click “Save”, your changes auto-consolidate and auto-allocate. Adaptive always gives 

you immediate results, so you never risk the chance of viewing stale numbers.  In other solutions, 
batch processes must be run before consolidated results are available, so you waste time waiting 
and risk the chance of using results that are out of date. 

 With Adaptive, changes in your personnel and asset plans are immediately reflected in your 
consolidated results. Other solutions use separate modules for personnel and asset planning, so 
you have to copy data between modules and run update processes before you can see final results. 
With Adaptive, it’s automatic and immediate. 

 Immediate results in Adaptive dramatically compress the planning cycle. No waiting means you’ll 
have much more time for analysis and other tasks. 

 Audit trails and cell notes make budget holders accountable and responsible for their plans. Audit 
reports and cell note reports simplify the budget review process. 

 

 
Reporting and Dashboards 
 The report builder and dashboard builder are truly drag-and-drop – no coding or technical skills are 

required to create reports. 

 You can create a single report template and share it with the entire organization because they 
automatically filter data based on a user’s security profile. 

 Features like annotations and report notes allow users to collaborate directly on reports. 

 Dashboards are an integrated part of the Adaptive solution. Changes in data or structure are 
immediately and automatically reflected in your dashboards. Other vendors use third party tools 
that introduce delays and the potential to report stale results. 

 
 

Administration 
 Model building and maintenance are tasks controlled by Finance. 

 Add departments and accounts, load data, and build allocations – all using the intuitive Adaptive 
interface without any help from IT. 

 Every time you click “Save”, your changes are applied immediately and automatically across all 
sheets, reports and dashboards. There are no batch processes to run, so there is no waiting to see 
updated results. Adaptive always gives you immediate results. 
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Dashboards 
 

Your organization can display key metrics and performance indicators in interactive dashboards, that 
allow executives and management to filter, drill through, drill across and slice and dice the data for 
immediate insight into trends across operations. 

 

 

 Visual data discovery & analytics, ad-hoc analysis and what-if analysis to identify root causes and 
trends 

 Various datasets: financial, operational, etc. 

 Completely self-service: if permitted end users at your organization can customize their own 
dashboards 

 Mobile: executives and management at your organization can access dashboards from their 
smartphones and tablets 

 Create and consume, all in the cloud 

“We manage over $170BN in assets, across 9 subsidiaries, so Business Intelligence is key to driving our 
business.  With Adaptive Discovery we’ve already reduced our time to see key metrics by over 70%. 

More timely insightful data visualization is enabling us to drive more agile planning.” 
 

- NorthStar Financial Services 
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Data Entry Sheets 
 

End users perform data entry using Sheets in Adaptive Planning. Sheets are created by Administrators 
and are placed on levels in the organization structure, where they are accessible by users who have 
access to edit data on those levels. There are three types of sheets: 

 Standard Sheets list a set of accounts and a set of months and allow users to enter numbers, 
formulas, or splits for those accounts. 

 Modeled Sheets have a set of administrator-defined columns, where users can add or delete rows, 
or edit data on existing rows. 

 Cube Sheets have a set of administrator-defined dimensions, where users can enter numbers or 
formulas at various combinations of those dimensions. 

 
 

 
Standard Sheet – e.g., Operating Expenses 
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Modeled Sheet – e.g., Personnel 

 

 

 

Cube Sheet – e.g., Product Sales 
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Assumption Sheets 
 

Assumption sheets are configured by an administrator to be accessible only to specific users. 
Assumption accounts are global values in Adaptive Planning that are accessible to all users when writing 
formulas in their own levels.  Assumptions can vary over time and have different values in different 
planning versions. 
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Reports 
 

Adaptive Reporting is easy – no programming or special skills are required to use the simple drag-and- 
drop interface.  Both administrators and end users at your organization can create and run their own 
reports – with secure access to data so users only ever see what they should. 

 

 
 

 Self-service reporting for end users, freeing up Finance and IT 

 Generate and distribute real-time reports based on a single version of the truth 

 Slice and dice actual and plan data to understand information by hospital, by department, by group, 
etc. 

 Enhance visibility into performance and metrics 

 Compare multiple versions and scenarios with greater collaboration 

Reports are dynamic – users can drill down to deeper levels of detail, drill across various dimensions, 

drill through to the transactions. Users can also leave notes for conversation on items of significance, 

such as a major variance between budget and actuals. 

 
 

“Rather than spending weeks of our time trying to develop reports in Excel, we can run reports in 

Adaptive in a matter of minutes.” 

- Samuel Reed, Financial Reporting Director, Michael Baker 
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OfficeConnect 
 

With Adaptive OfficeConnect it’s easy for your organization to create high-quality reports, board books 
and presentations with Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint. 

 

 
 

Completely integrated with Adaptive, it’s the best way to create dynamic, beautiful reports always 
based on the latest data. 

 

 Quickly convert existing Excel reports into OfficeConnect presentation-quality reports based on the 
latest data in Adaptive 

 Automate monthly reports and executive packages by seamlessly weaving Adaptive data through 
Excel, Word and Powerpoint 
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Process Tracker 
 

With the Process Tracker, your organization can define the tasks associated with various activities 
(budget cycle, forecast cycle, reporting cycle, etc.) and assign those tasks to individual users in Adaptive. 

 

The Process Tracker will then allow your organization to monitor the status of these tasks, enable 
communication between the individuals involved and track progress towards a completion date. 

This increases accountability and collaboration across your organization. It also delivers better visibility 
into causes for delays, therefore helping to improve efficiency. 

 

 


